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JFK ASsASSUATIOK tViDMICE 

WHITINASKI The Report on the Warren Report, eompleted February 15, 

1965, was the first book analysing the karma Report and the first of five 

I have printed on the subject. I believe the amount and nature of the 

work these books  required qualify me as an expert on the Warren Commission, 

its Report and the evidence it used, misused and ignored. 	
__ .... 

Based on Prior professional experience as an investigator send 

elligenee analyst, one of the items of quintessential evidence on which 

fixed early is the spectrographic analyses ofilihat ewe be called the 

Utica evidence. The Commission went to taint trouble to hide the feet 

t it also had bad Neutron Activation analyses done. The Report and the 

4soomoo words of published evidence are 'silent on the IAA* 
Without assess to any spestrogrephic analysis, which for reasons 

not senalstent with complete and thorough investigation the Warren Commis-
411ion did not have, at this *say date, February 1965, it was apparent that 

the speetrogrephie analyst* of em of the alleged three shots, *11 allegedly 

the 

es one rifle in one net of bande and with, one type of ammunition - eopper- 
y, full-jacketed military ballots - eould destroy the conclusions of 

the *wren Commission* 

Bare are the Warren Commissieate conclusions on this shooting 

pert, p.19): 

"(1) President Kennedy was first struck by a bullet which entered 

the beck of his nail: and exited through the lower front portion of 

his meek, causing a wound uhlobwould not necessarily have been 

LAW.* The President was struck a second time by a bullet which 

entered the right-rear portion of his bead, causing a MeeSiVO and 

fatal wound.  
"(2) Governor Connally was struck by $ seeend bullet which entered 

on the right side of his back and traveled downward through the right 

side of his ehest, exiting below his right nipple, This bullet 

passed through his wrist and entered his left thigh taw. it amused 
a superficial mound." 

To this was added as gross a lie as officials can tell: 

"(3) Although it is not necessary to any essential findings of 

the Commission to determine just uhiab shot bit Governor Connally ..." 

Well, we 'hall see that it could not have been either of the other 
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two admitted .hots and nothing could be Nor* essential to '42: official 
findings. 

In my first writing of that early date, tho first mention of the 
spootrogrsphic analyses it turns out is completely accurate, confirmed 
by the limited material delivered to as by the FBI under C.A.226-75. On 
pogo 160 1 wrote of the so-called "mistime shot, which missed by about 
260 feet, that "tho curbstone reflects the mark of one of tho *thoer types 
of ballots the Commission declined to sonsider even though it kno!it - but 
did not report - they were readily available. in Collat." 

The Warren Commission's expert ballistics testimony was taken from 

ogee 
I Agent Rebore Frasiemotevon though he testified be was net the right 

OD to give first-pos*0m testimony on some imposts. Xis testimony is 
600 to tho point of aeseang)ossneness. Ot tho so-called nonfatal shot, 

be testified of this bullet and Prognoats allegedly recovered from it no 

It

*ro than that their load was 'stalls,: (page 164). Of the fatal shot 

um which five fragments allegedly ~0 recovered in the oar, the acne 
et that is supposed to have damaged the ear's windshield, he told 
Commlealoo of two fro/manta from this bullet found in the front seat 

that they mould not be identified as from the slams bullet as three frog- 

' 

nts found in the book swot, of all places under the soot on the opposite 
14e of tho ear on Shish *s. Man Connally sat. (p.264) Of the foraying, 

from tho windshield, his testimony was only of "similarity. But unless 
all this represents a single bullet, their* bad to have been another shot, rther eseassin„ and th. *rime is unsolved. 

SO also was 	n s it with e other somparicous, u1002,  100 could  even 
suggost a relationship. 

MO even testified of some of the ovidenes, one of the fragments, 
'it leeks any physioal charectoristie which would permit stating who/thor 
or not it actually originated from * bullet' (pogo 166, quoting from 
5867-74). 

In short, nano of Frasier's tostimony is prowls*. Be in no way 
made positive determinations that the seiontifio analyses were proof of 
the Commission's comalusione that are theories rather than facts. 

BM qualified some of his testimony *von nor*. With the nonfatal 
shot - Bullet 399 - having had to inflict seven wounds on both victims 
and from this career to have emerged virtually unscathed, virtually 
pristine, two excerpts from his testimony are relevant. OA the President's 
clothing and on direction - the bullet haying had to go from back to front 
on both men - hie qualification was, "Assuming that when I first eamminad 
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... it was in the same condition as it was the time the hole was wade." 
Asked separately about the President's shirt, he applied the identical 
limitation, "again assuming that when r first examined the shirt it was - 
it bad not been altered from the condition it was in at the time the hole 
was made ..." Of both boles he testified based on the direction in which 
the fibres of the edges pointed and that reversal of this direction was 
possible by pushing them from the opposite direction (page 161, quoting 
from OW-1). 

Not only bad nosier no way of knowing whether the direotion of the 
s bad been reversed at sons point in the many handlings between 

indieste4 the impossi- bility end the PBX lab in Washington, ha further 	 post- 

[1. 

 of the history attributed to this one bullet that allegedly caused 
s* holes and the more significant damage. 

In the Commission's **mount this bullet transited the President's 
• in some mysterious way avoiding any bone; thereafter smashing four -:, 

l■ 11 

1, .• s of governor Connally 's fifth rib; when** it proceeded to demolish 
relatively heavy bones in his right wrist; after which it attached 

self to his right thigh, bone so firmly that when it later in some 
magical fashion dislodged itself a fragment refused to leave with it. 

rt 
a fragment was not removed taring surgery. 

This bullet is unmatileted end visismillyvasSeformed - so endeformed 
F! in some views its slight flattening is not detectable. 

On the leek of mutilation it was nosier's testimony that "even a 
as of opera* sloth, leather flesver tifinitestial seratabes which, 

enlarged sufficiently, actually look like marks on the bullet" from 
rifling of the barrel (pogYs 163). 

The expert testimony is that soars* sloth or leather could have 
marked this bullet, The evidence is that bones in three parts of Governor 
Connally's body did not - wore not as hard as cloth.. 

Veen the normal testing of this bullet for the residues of human 
tissue was not made. Ber was there interest in the fact that prior to 
examination this bullet allegedly bad been wiped clean. By indirection 
hosier testified there remained deposits that could bars beenexamine4 - 
if the bullet had the history attributed to it. Ilkonetheleaa, examination 
for tissue was not made. 

Asked. "There was no blood or similar material on the bullet when 
you examined It?"' nosier responded, 'bet that would interfere with the 
f spectrographic) examination, no, sir" (peg, 163, quoting from 3428-9). 



This does not even wean that bon en tissues did remsin, essential 

to the imputed history of that bullet. 
In saying he was giving hearsay testimony, Frasier identified the 

speetrogroher as FBI Agent John F. Callsgher. The lest Commission wit-

ness, sailed only a week before the Report went to press, was this same 
John P. Gallagher. His September 15, 1964, testimony (10746-53) con-
tains no single question shout these scientific tests (page 16 )= 

instead of the FBI volunteering its scientific work to the Commis-

sion and instead of the Commission asking for it for inclusion in its 

C;11*  

*cod - in 26 massive volumes and some 300-cuble feet of files - the 
Commission contented itself with the assurance that these tests are "a 

of the permanent record of the FBI" (page 1644  quoting from 5M69). 
When Attorney General Anew Clark issued an exeoutive order an 

tabor 31, 1966, under which ill the evidence was to have been transferred 
the *stional Archives, I went to the Archives snd asked for these 
lyses. Mono were transferred. When Mr. Marion Johnson that very 
rat morning phoned FBI Agent Courtland Cunningham for me and asked *bout 

these test results, Cunningham:referred us to a single FBI lab report 

F. 
 oh does not and could not include these results. It is the unsigned 

eb report at der 230  l%3, addressed to then Dallas Chief of Police 
Jesse Curry. 

my interest in the absence of those moat basis proofs from the 
011113,4110M'S enormous record (which does include elaborate analyses of 

t'  

e Harvey Oswald 's pubic hairs) was increased by the feet that each, and 
every one of the Dallas doctiom who testified on the Governor's wounds 
(WMITZWASI pp.167-87) said that the history attributed to the nonfeteb 
bullet was impossible. The Commission substituted for this complete 
denial of its most lassie conclision the response at theme same doctors 
to a hypothesis. 

In the questioning of one of these doctors, Dr. Charles Gregory, 
this came out as ?assume, it you will, another sot of hypothetical eir-
eumstances..." (page 173, quoting from 0127). 

Dr. Robert Shaw also indleated the impossibility of this magical 
performance by this single bullet, Commission 41Bibit 399. Be was ques-
tioned by Commissioner Allen Dulles: 

"Dr. Shop. ... and we still do not know which, bullet actually 
Inflicted the wound on 3overnor Connally. 

Air. Dulles. ,r whether it was ene or two wounds. 

"Dr. Mau. Yee. 
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111r. Dulles. Or two bullets? 
"Dr. Shaw. Yee; or three." (Page 176, quoted from 101109) 
All three autopsy doctors also testified opposite to the 3eport's 

***elusions about the possibility at this bullet doing what was attributed 
to it, inflicting seven wounds on two victims and armoring unmutilated and 
virtually pristine. Commander James J. Amos used such words as "most 
unlikely" and "do not understand how it could have" and "I think it ex- 
tremely unlikely' and "I can't coneeive when he testified with that bullet 
in his hand. Asked about this testimony, Commander J, Thornton Boswell 	- 

Colonel Pierre J. !look agreed. When Colonel Pinsk, a wounds ballistic* 
rt, was asked if be would "modify" Thames' testiomeny on this "in any 

Flack responded bluntly, "so." (peg/ 165, quoting from 23381) 
That the expert medical 'widen** actually was opposite the Commis-

ion's conslusion makes these missing scientific tests mere important. 
a testimony makes it virtually sortain that the tests, it fully and 
stly wade and interpreted, have to prove the Report and Its conclusions 
o. Otherwise, all the credible export evidence is wrong. 

Why else should the tests not be in the Commission's evidence and 
17rstewards  

J. Meer Hoover was well swore of this. 
Before there was a Warren Commission, as Hoover testified, President 

ipidon B. Mosses put Hoover is direct charge of a "special investigation' 
for the President beeches otherwise, there being no law-enforcement purpose 

r the Federal Bureau in what was then a state *rime only, "there is no 
1 jurisdiction." Attorney °enamel Robert Kennedy was bypassed "within 

he first 24 hours." because "it was the desire of the President to have 
report completed by the Bureau just as quickly as possible, and as 

thoroughly es possible," Hoover 'bid about 150 men at that time working 0a. 
the report." 

Hoover testified of the work of this enormous task fore, of PB/ 
agents, "I have read and signed all the replica that have some [sic) to 
the Commission. In addition, I have reed many of the reports that our 
agents have made." Norther, 'I myself go over these to see that we haven't 
missed anything or haven't any gap in the investigation so it can be tied 
down ..." (WHITEWASH II, quoting from 5a90-9). 

This definitive. PBX report totaled five Bound volumes. It became 
the Commission's first file, identified as CD for "Commission Document" 1. 

This report is a massive propaganda Job on Lee Harvey Oswald. Hese 
is whet the Commission man bers admitted to themselves in their executive 

Ot)J4Ir 
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session of January 22 of this FBI report and the Hoover and FBI attitude 
toward the Commission: 

While it is the undeviating FBI practice to say it does not 
'evaluate,' in this case "the FBI is very explicit that Oswald is the 
assassin ... that there was no conspiracy, and they are also saying in 
the same plass, that there was no conspiracy.' Bit they have not run 
out all kinds of leads ... They would like to ease US fold up and quit 
... This closes the ease ... They have found their man. Thor* is nothing 

re to do. The Commiasion supports their oonolusions, and we can go 
we and that is the end of it." 

It is pertinent and instructive to not* that this transcript was 
thheld from me from 1967 until Berah of.this year, on the spurious ground 

that it was properly olastifiod "TOP 43CHNT," which means that it eould 
use a war. It is not the only :matt instance. In O.A. 2052-73 the 
vernmont actually swore falsely to this, following which it released to 
the executive session transcript of five days later than this one. 

ither qualified for Olassiflootion. 
Mot irrelevant is the way Commissionor Dulles closed this January 

3 aseoutive aossion: *I think this record ought to be destroyed.' The 
-feasting Commission records indicate it sea. Fortunately, the steno-
typist's tap. escaped the memory bole. 

The Commission's immediate problem was not only that Hoover bad 
cowed conclusions Wars' it had begun its work. Nor was it only that 
had it boxed in, fareolosod from any real investigation when it do-
ted on the FBI for moat of its investigators and all its laboratory 

lioevezos aenelusions disagreed with and refuted those reached by 
the Oomniesion. 

Perhaps the most atypieal part of those five bound volumes of 
BOovor's report, COI, is that it makes virtually no reference to the 
actual assaseination. I made careful examination of this report and 
added this Champ to 	;WASH, the first book (PP.192-5). It has never 
been refuted or even questioned. I sent a copy to *itch, member of the 
Commies'-ion and to Hoover. 

Those are Hoover's only references to tho actual assassination 
and to what sakes the complete scientific test results sought in C.A.226-75 
more important. Both are in Beaver's first volume. 



In the first and extremely limited mention, under the heading, 

"I. TICS ASSASSINNTION," the FBI report says "two bullets struck President 

Kennedy, and one wounded Governor Connally. 

The Secret Service reached the same conclusion in a report ignored 

by the CONISISSiOrt and published in WSZTRWASR II (page 168): "President 

Kennedy v.. was shot. Immediately thereafter Governor Connally 	was 
shot once. The President was than shot a second time." 

Reover's second reference, on page 18, reads: 
"Medical examination of the President's body revealed that one of 

the bullets had entered just below his shoulder to the right of the'. 

spinal column at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees downward, that there 
was no point of exit, 

This directly disputes the Commission's epeelusion that one bullet, 
which entered the neck rather than "just below his shoulder," inflictee-. 
the nonfatal wounds on the President and on the governor. Hoover bad' in 

his possession the spectrographic analyzes I seek in C.A. 226-75 wharOms 

said this. Re did not say that these scientific tests proved one bullet 

hit both men, He did have a fragment from GoverflornConnally tested, with 

the bullet allegedly having dons all of this. 

With these results in his possession, Hoover said then apposite,- 

that separate bullets caused the nonfatal wounds on both victims. The 
secret Service said exactly the same - two bullets, not one, cored the 

nonfatal injuries. 
The November 28, 1963, date of this formerly suppressed Secret 

Service report is five days after the FBI gave the head of the Secret Ser-

vice the results of the initial scientific testing. TheDireetors of the 

FBI and the Secret Service are experts. Both are in fundamental disagree-

ment with the Warren Commission in a manner that refutes thecommission's 

entire Report after both had this still-suppressed scientific evidence. 
Both agencies, however, entirely ignored the so-called 

bullet. 
The best experts the Commission could get could not begin to 

duplicate in time or accuracy the shooting attributed to the duffer Oswald, 
evaluated by the Marines as a 'rather poor' shot. ce nobody could admit 
that more than three shots wore fired. -Evan three shots made en impos 
siblesstory. 

The blood of James T. Tagus made this problem acute. Tagus Was 

than end there wounded. lie bled. It is amply recorded in the immediately 

available evidence. 
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Within minutes Dallas Patrolmen L. L. Bill radioed, "I have one 

guy that was possibly hit by a ricochet from the bullet off the concrete. 
Tegue bad immediately reportdd his injury to Deputy 'sheriff Buddy 

Waithors. Photographs of the point of impact ware taken by a newspaper 

and I a TV cameramen. 
At the same time, Patrolman J. W. Pastor, stationed Mahar up, on 

the Triple Ubderpass as thee three adjoining railroad bridges are called, 
reported seeing still another bullet hit between where Teo* bed been 
tending and the Texas School Book Depository Building, the alleged source 
all the shots. Pictures exist of walthers examining that point. Other 

impacts of other bullets ware reported. I have personally examined one 

tally ignored by all official investigations although it, too, was 

immediately reported. 
Tagus was no less explieit than Walther* in deseribing the point 

impact of the bullet that mused his injury. Althorn said "it op-

red that a bullet had hit tha cement'' and Tagus that "There was a mark. 

---4cdte obviously, it was a bullet, and it was very fresh. 	(WHIT2WASII, 

.158, quoted from the Report, p.116, and 74517,553) 
Nona of the official explanations include any account of the other 

reported and confirmed impacts of bullets. 
But the Commission felt it could not get away with the Hoover solu-

tion, which was to ignore the mounding of Tagus, as the Secret service 

glow did. 

\\/// 	
Hoover, who know what the existing evidence could and could not 

boar, load, to ignore more than the shot that wounded Tagus. Hoover also 
_ ignored the known and reported wound in the front of the President's( neck. 

His swOossdly definitive account - the result of 	intensive work of 

150 agents - after be bad read *very word passed on to the Commission, 

which includes the above-quoted evidence, makes no reference at ell to 

this anterior nook wound. 
It cannot be because in five volumes so large binding was required 

he lacked space. Nor oan it be because he did not know. It was widely 

reported - publicly. 
It was because, bad he not tried to stonewall it this way, he 

knew that be would be admitting whet the facts make beyond question, that 
there bad been a conspiracy, whether or not Oswald was part of it and 

whether or not Oswald had done any shooting. 

All officials were horrified at the thought that there had been a 
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conspiracy. Former solicitor General J. Lee Rankin who as general counsel 
ran the Warren Commission told the members in that formerly TOP SEMI 
executive session of January 22, 19644 about reports that Oswald bad 
served the FBI andfor the CIA. If "it ever came out and could be estab-
lished, than you would have people think that there was a conspiracy to 
aceomplish this assassination that nothing this Commission did or ebybody 
did could dies/pate," Rankin lamented. 

Commissioner Dulles' reaction was, "Oh, terrible." Commispioner 
ggs added, "The implioationa of this are fantastic." Dulles then uttered 
single word: "Terrific.' 

This is what immediatelynpreceded the previously quoted admission 
t the FBI had decided what would and could be said without its inves-

tigation completed and regardless of what the Commission wanted to do 
04;d:  find. 

The reason Dulles declared, "I think this record ought to be 
strayed" and the reason the transcript was illegally classified TOP 

=BET and suppresied for more than 11 years are !gel beowase it could 
start a war. 

padThe MBA Who was to become our first unelected President was there 
did  participate in these deliberations. 

Five days later the same subject with its "terrible' and "terrine" 
implications Gams up again. Rank an did not charge the Commission with 

r responsibility to get to the bottom, to develop and disclose the truth4  
hatever it might be. Rather did he tell them that they had this "dirty 

rumor' and their obligation, inlinvestigating the assassination of the 
President, was to "wipe it out." 

That is whet is being tried with these seientitie Unto I have 
sought for a deoade. in my first suit the government manipulated the 
courts and aceomplished a rewriting of the law by deceptions and misrep-
resentations. Then Caress amended the law last year. In the debates 
that suit, Civil Action 2301-70, was sited as the first of fOur requiring 
*mending to give the law the weaning the Congress intended before the 
executive branch corrupted the law by dishonestly procured court decisions, 

To new, with the exception of these suppressed executive session 
transcripts*  I have dealt with the so-galled "old evidence" only. Thus I 
have cited the very first book on the subject to date the 'age" and say 
how "old.' It was so long slough ago many of you then believed the biggest 
thing in life was a sandpile and a toy shovel. 

■■•■••■ 
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I am, of course, happy that the phrases I used that long ago to 

reply to the °Motel reaction to this *old evidence* as I had put it 

together is now achieving a new popularity. I welcome it. 

/hers was nothing wrong with this old evidence esoopt that it was 

abused and ignored and misinterpreted. 
I remember my spontaneous reaction the first time I was cautronted 

with the demand for "Iwo" evidence book in 1964: "'fit is wrong with the 

old evidence except that it destroys a false fsolution,  to the assassina-

Pr* 

on of a President?" 
I then *capered this with the errant husband who eouplained about 

: 

the alleged deficieneies of the wife he was never pose long enough to 

elate. 
The only trouble with this *old evidenoe" As that it destroyed the 

1*  

rren Report. With so many tiles still suppressed, who could present 

w evidence?" 
Thanks to the Congress, Uhiah enacted the fine Freedom of Informs-

ion law to try to give the people access to public informateon, it has 

--1  

n possible to end some suppressions of what the bureaucrats could not 

re with. By this law I have ended some suppressions in court and out. 

on will hear more about this fine lay tomorrow. 
Once the Congress amended the law and node it spesific that these 

test results °could not be denied me, the government had a choice between 

Y"'ll° kinds of stonewalling or admitting a fake offiolal "solution" to the 

asassimation of a President. 
It could alai: that beeause I asked for results" and it had no 

.results," there was nothing  it could give me in response to this suit. 
Or it could opt the eourse it took, offer me as an alternative the so-

called 'rew materials." On March 14, 1975, it told NY lawyer, Jim Leiters 
and an exactly this, that there never were any compiled results. And 

.while in the first suit it had sworn that the FBI would be a shambles 
and there would be no possibility or fighting erbium if it gave me the 
raw material I never asked for, now it offered this same raw material 
without fear of the demolition of the 'FBI attested to in the affidavit 
of psi Agent Barton Williams. 

You and I go to jail for that kind of snaring. But who prosecutes 
the prosecutor? 

In another Wee affidavit the government swears it has given me 

all. This was sworn to. It is false. I have proven the Was swearing 
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in oourt. 
It is the prosecutor who presented this false swearing to the 

material - which moans perjury - to this court. 
But, who do** prosecute the prosecutor? 
However, what I have received is enough to destroy the integrity 

of all those who knew of it and were and remain silent. it also destroys 
the Warren Report. It is ineooplete. We have specified to the court 
Nome of whet is withheld atter the swearing that none was. What I have 
received leaves no doUbt about intent, particularly smoeg the countless  

ant of the FBI. 
Ihnhorless people, from clerk to agent and higher, hart to know 

truth and that lies were told. So also did many eminent lawyers on 
the Warren commission, one at Whom achieved recent fame as liocutive 

-t-lEe 

 
ester of that Book:0011er Commission. 

David Bella had the hest credentials with this kind at post! 
Those who disagree with his selective misrepresentation of fact 

to Belies` "sonsatiooalists." 
Having done more than ono man's share to turn history around, we 

grant Bolin the right to bellovo the world is flat. 
True Witmer* like hies are, howevor, a minority. 
Moro was this awful arise of silence. 
Silents* about the "old" *widens* and about the Nom. 
There are two kinds of this 'new" ovidesuse: what the Oommissiom 

7 rsor 
upprossed and for varying pealed* of time, including than moment, the 

anent heel* suPPressed3 and what the Commission never had. I have, 
ter the lomg and difficult years, accumulated a largo store of both kinds. 

Nothing ovoid have boon withheld from the Commission if it bad 
wanted any at the evidence it did not have. It bad the power of compulsion, 
the power of sUbpoona. 

It did not want then* scientific tests or it would bow, had then. 
It the FBI is new telling the truth, then the COMMilisiOfts  on &mond- 

lug the tests, would have learned that thy  were nevermally made. Sure, 
samples were examined, some samples and in some ways. But the real job - 
=less the FBI is now oommittiog another perjury in a federal court - wail 
never 

 
done. 
There see no tabulations of, for example, all the oomponents at the 

ammunition allegedly used in the crime. Hot one itemisation, ImPareL 
Thor* is no tabulation of ill the measurement* of allthese components 
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in the various speoimens supposedly tested. Not one 
Without these how could the Commission begin to understand or have 

any independent cheek on the interpretation given these non-existent -
we are today told - results? 

They are important. Spectrography IS not a new science. In an old 
text, Crime Investigation, published in 1953, we find, under "3pectrogrephic 

analysis" Ipp.274-5) that "The method is based on registering photographically 

the spectrum of each of the samples compared as well as blank and calibration 

s etre on the same plate under conditions as nearly identical as is practi- 

. *ten the plate is developed all spectra have identical development and 
ill be strictly coeparable regardless of other conditions. If bio samples 
ld Mantissa spectra in *11 observable pertioulars they ham►  identical 

coeposition regardless of What the composition may be. ... it does allow 

operator to state that one sample has closely the same, more or less of 

tel than another sample. ... if the samples have actually different 

gins there will almost invariably be differences in some of the con-

a of such magnitude as to be readily discovered.' 
The use of speotrography, this text states, is outstanding ... in 

1 analysis." Bullets are of metal. 
so, with "the constituents' of the metal an essential to this testing, 

the foresighted PBI saw to it that there is nowhere * tabulation of all the 
constituents" of its standards, fabled Bullet 399 and the less well-known 

the unfired, complete bullet found in the rifle allegedly used, 

it 114.. 
An even older standard text, Forensic Chemistry and 3e-tontine  

nal I vex i tion, was published in 1935 - 50 years ago. Under 
"Projectiles" (pp. 265-7) it illuminates the importanee of scientific 
analyses with a series of "Illustrative Cases." The first two alone make 

our point. In the first "A nightwatchman suspected of the crime ['booting 

anotberl escaped conviction because the projectile did not agree with tbe 
°composition of the slugs in the cartridges with which he was supplied.' 

Dm the second a man suspected of wounding another was found innocent 

"because the shot from a cartridge seized in his house was found of Chemical 
analysis to differ in composition from the shot ixtreated from the wounded 

men." 

Neutron activation analysis is an even finer test. That these tests 

were made was a major Warren Commission secret. 
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I have here a sample of eons of this "new" evidence. Some, referred 

to in what I shall now red, the Archives did not supply when, after all 

the stonewalling it dared, it gave us some of the records the FBI actually 

refmaed us while swearing that it had hold nothing back. 

Under date of December 110  1963, Paul C. Ebersold, Director, 

Division of Isotope Development of the ABC, wrote then Assistant Attorney 
Goner.' Herbert J. Miller, Criminal Division, Department of Justice, that 
"Within loss than 24 hours of the assasiination" the ANC had " offered 
our assistance and that of our laboratories experienced in obtaining 

itw 

iminalisties evidence by moms of nuclear analytical techniques.." 

M'arsold spelled out the potentials 

It 4oes may be possible to determine by trace-element measurements 

the? the fatal bullets were of composition identical to that of the 

rtedly unfired shell found with the Italian carbine." 
FBI Director Clarence Maley *soured us under date of April 10, 

5, that this comparison was not made. 
Note these quintessential wordst "trace-element measurements 

and "identical.°  
Without a complete listing of all the components of the unfired 

let and of each of the other samples, bow was this possible? 
Yet under oath and in court we are assured that the vaunted FBI 

did not do these thinga, like tabulate all the components of the various 

samples tested. Or the "results." 

7 Can one imagine this omission if it mild the ease? 
Hoover demurred*  even tried to talk the Commission out of nautrok 

. etivation analyses, according to several letters that have over the years 
emerged from that evidentiary swampland in the National Archives. (heri' 
temples with me) 

lbersold, the ARC's expert, was in his own word ' agar:" He drew 
this soneluslaas 

"Our work leads one to expect that the tremendous sensitivity of 
the activation analysis method is **pith'e of providing useful information 
that may not be otherwise obtainable." 

What better reason for keeping the whole thing secret: and entirely 

out of the Warren Heckert? Or for Hoover not to be in favor of it? 
Want more "new *videos*" on this alone? 
After be could no longer stonewall us because we bad filed suit, 

FBI Director Kelley itemised what was subjected to neutron activation 

testing in his April 10 letter. 
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I will not mince words with you. At the outset I tell you what 

he said is false and we have established the falsity in court, in an affi-

davit Jin Lefler filed for are on June 3, only 10 days ago. 
The bullet that the AM said held all this potential, Bahibit 141, 

was not tested, according to Kelley. Of two fragments of bullet found on 
the front seat of the President's limousine*  one, the one entirely of 

capper alloy, was not tested. 

When poor overworked Bullet 399 is supposed to have had the first 

t

its its wearying imposts on the President's jacket and shirt, book then 
at, neither the jacket nor the shirt was tested, When it is alleged 

have nicked JFK's tie, the tie, too, was not tested. 
Bo says Kelley. 	 , 
I am reminded of the obscenity I used to hear when I first started 

litieing questions like these in discussing this first book on the Warren 

001111$410111: "What difference does it make. The President is dead, isn't 

° 
Kfri 'Adam* The last person I ?email pulling this indecency was the 

to Louis Lomas. That is tree  e only tie I've .ever been beeped and when 
stalked from the TV studio, the audience followed. 
. 	I don't knew what Mr. Kelley knows and does not know. But I do 

know that in the standard FBI method for deceiving courts by having a man 
without first-person knowledge execute * false affidavit - in the hope of 

7.* 

ping a °barge of perjury for false swearing - in this ease they made 
serious mistake. As my June 3 affidavit informed the court, either 

Ismael Agent Jahn W. Lilt,' lied under oath or Director Kelley did. 
The KiltTy affidavit was long delayed. Jim Loser tiled this suit 

OA February 19. The silty affidavit was eisouted Nay 13. Zs what is also 

a standard FBI *iris* in my  suits, this affidavit was than withheld from 
us so we mould not prepare to tear it to shreds in open court. Instead, 
it was handed to us in the eourtreee on Nay 21, just as court began. 

Kelley says the alething was Bel tested. Kilty swears*  labia 
seventhromiered pampa", "that the FBI Laboratory employed methods of 
elemental analysis, namely mantras activation analysis and emission 

spectrograPhy.°  Both,  he swears, %ere used to deteredne the elemental 
composition of the borders and edges of holes in °lathing and metallic 

smears present on a windshield and a eurbstone.° 

Sow anew' is this evidence? well*  Director Kelley did not have 

it a math earlier. Or be lied.. Sirs letter states that ell tbe testing 
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done, which is what I filed suit for, did not include either
 the clothing 

or the windshield or the curbstone, the one from which the s
pray of 

concrete made ?ague bleed. 

Do you for one minute think that if the copper-alloy Jacket 
of the 

bullet that allegedly hit the President in the bets* of the 
neck wee, as 

Ebersold put it, "identiaal" with the traces on his jacket t
his would 

ever have been kept secret? That there would have been sile
nce le sue 

response to the disclosures of :aim= and ay  handling of this evidence 

the following books? That the government would have forced no to go 

the way to the Supreme Court to deny me the scientific analy
ses? 

Would they not have proclaimed it as the given word? Had it
 on 

front page of every newspaper? On TV.and Nadi*? 

The processes are not secret. Only the results of the tests
 were. 

Why keep the results secret if they prove the Warren Commiss
ion 

s right? 

Why would Kelley write us that the copper-alloy jacket of th
e 

gmented bullet was not tested? That the whole bullet was no
t tested? 

That the clothing was not tested? Cr the curbstone? 

Those are not just questions. This is all "no evidence. 

It is this now: 

I got it only by suing for the fifth time, the second time f
or 

this evidence. I have not written an article on it I have 
not 'made a 

ingle speech on it. And I did announce that when I had ell 
I would give 

t all away. I do not yet have all of it, despite the oaths of the FBI. 
apes of it con be shown in pictures. I have a combination of 

these pienires fonirou bore and now for the first time ever.
 ln this the 

"old' evidence becoass the 'mow" because of this suit. It h
as to do with 

that curbstone. 

It is "old" that the FBI, tabled in its self7proactions, pre
tended 

for nine menthol that it could not find this curbstone when t
he whole story 

was known immediate,. Two photographers, Deputy walthers and
 Victim Tastes 

are among the many who observed it sad knew where it was. It a
lso is 

"old" that when this tailed the vaunted FBI tried to talk th
e Commission 

out of its interest, consistent witatlieover'e *caplet* **Les
ion of any 

mention of this "missed" shot in his so-called "definitive"
 report. It 

is "old" that when this failed the FBI went further. All of
 this I bad 

written by February 1$, 1961. It is in WHITSWABB on page 1
58. 'Old" 

but maybe not to you. 
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The FBI bad these pictures of the mark on the curb. (Display} 

And they are, as you will see, clearly marks of some kind of very visible 

damage. Tot the FBI reported, 'It should be noted that, since the mark 

was °Named on Novenber 23, 1973, there have been numerous reins, which 

could have possibly washed away such a mark and also the ere* is *lowed 

by a street *leaning eachine about once a week, which would also wash 

away snake mark." 
The reins blew and the mashies. flew and the Commission had its 

way. The FBI sent Photographic 2xpert Agent Lynda]. Shaneytelt down to 
a to save that curbstone for posterity. Be had no trouble finding 

it. Be used their existing pictures taken by Ton Dillard and James 

/mood and the two profeselonal photogrephers. With then he went 
they said and where their pictures showed and then he had this 

tone Aug up and with it he flew beak to Washingtonsm4 to the FBI 

b4:11  

Begieve it or not, this is your FBI. The rains sea the machines 

net wash the evidenceaway. Tit with the pictures and the live wit-

nesses the Dallas Field Office could not find the spot where Peer Teem* 

.4 seemingly in vain. 
There is as FBI report ems this adventure into the disaster that 

nut net wane* upon the curbstone evidence by the weather end the 
brushes of the meehines. It emphasised and concludes "that no nick or 
Week in the concrete was &nerved in the area abeched, nor was there 

11 mark similar to the ones in the photographs taken by Ubderwoo4 and 

lard." (Sheneyfelt WAWA 26, 21114741 

Does one net wemder whys, when Tagus did blood and the polio* did 

report the Upset of the "missed' shot, the derrina-de FBI did mot then 

and there eo and preserve this evidence? Before the rains blew and the 

machines flew? 
lepeeially when it Md FBI agents there, at the scone? 

Does ens net also woofer whet could have made poor '?ague bleed? 

The late St. after, who should have written a teat can semantics, 

wrote the Commission about all of this ender date of August 12, 11164.* 

Toutd never knew the date from the copy the FBI gave me under this suit. 
(bey d it up) It was necessary for the FBI to mask this rather poor 
carbon espy. Tbey Amy it is bees*** they have a right to keep interims 
distributieuseerst under the leo. I almost it is to hide the identities 
of those with guilty knowledge. 

• 
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But even the date is internal" and masked when it is not secret 

and also was in WEITRWASBI 

Being careful not to say that this bullet came from the so-called 

sniper nest, Hoover told the Commission that " assuming that a bullet 

shot from the sixth floor window of the Texas °Aahool Book Depositary 

Building struck the curb on the south side of Main Street at the location 

of the mark described above and assuming it passed directly over the 

President, the bullet would have passed over the President ... 5.3 ascends" 

after the Presidnntts head was blown apart. 

This is within a fraction of a second of the entire time permitted 

for the entire asessaination in the official account of it. 

This "missed" shot "would have passed over the *enter of Slm 

Street at an elevation of about 18 feet from the street leVell" and struck 

the curbing 260 foot farther away than the President was when he was 

This is the Marine Corps Oawald, a "rather poor" shot, not tho 

pert who placed those two perfect hits of thd *Motel (commit. 

Of course, it this was not the last shot the whole official tale 

___ 	js ended on this basis alone. 

And the shooting was even more terrible, 
__... 

Hoover was expert on covering Hoover. He made a record to whiedt, 

in extremity, he could refer. With translation into plain Znglieh, of 

course. 
The PBX found no traces of copper on the eurbstone. This, Hoover 

wrote, "precludes the possibility that the mark on the curbing was made 

by an =mutilated military-type full metal-jaaketed bullet...4  

Bow else than was this damage cyksed? There we* the spray of 

concrete that wade Tagus bleed. And nothing but air between the window 

and the curb. 
Weever added detail: 'tt was also determined from a miereecePio 

study that the load object that struck the curbing causing the mark was 

moving in a general direction away from the Times School Beak Depository 

Building." 
2vals for Boover, this was a mosterpieee. Could 	shot have been 

fired from enrwhere  in that building without moving 'in * general direction 

away' from it! Could any shot have been fired from that side of the triphs 

underpass, which is a complete north-south barrier, regardless of where 

it originated, and this not have been true of it do. ABE shot fired 

would have been 'in a general direction away" from that building. 
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Translating the rest into non-Noover Begliale, be could not end 
did not essoolate whatever strio* that curbstone with a *hot that struck 
the ear or its occupants. 

There is no evidence that the fatal bullet sent a fragment that 
far end apeman sense and the laws of physics, not the FBI lab, eliminate 
the possibility. 

This is what reread the Commission into the eo-called "single 
bullet" theory. It never was any more than a theory and it never had 
any factual or evidentiary basis. Otherwise there had to be acknowledg- 

of another assassin, whisk means conspiracy, or "Oh, terrible," 

::: 

Pantastic." 
Attached to this carbon of this Noover letter the ',RI gave we two 

r pieces of paper. One is * partly-maIked MI lab work sheet. Con-
tent, not just distribution, Ls masked in this ease. (8b0u) 

[ieb,

Under "Specimens submitted for examintion" is written 'Pies* of 
in t," followed by this summary, "Snell metal sewers (see attached for 

cation) were run spectrographioally (yirrell-Ann) li rooms to be eosin-

Lally loped with * trace of antimony - Could be bullet metal. No copper 
*rived." 

lead 
Well, it eould also have been type-metal or a wide variety of other 

lead allele, as iteover himmelf wrote the Commission Nevelt 18, 1964. The 

emdetnetion is very °common, he said, and ticked off * list of them, in-
siding "lead *Ileye," and common paint. 

Yr: 	

There has been were angle and don't miss it. Where the concrete 

7  ted with sufficient violinist to draw Tegue's blood-there is no nick, 
le or mark of any kind ether than* smoker. 

To what, then, does the FBI attribute Tagme'e wound? TO the whiff 
of that "smear?* Nero magic' 

in other way* but not this we are helped by the attached sketch. 
Mold it up) It dhows the top and the bottom of thd molting, the top by 
a squiggly line because the top bad a +stormed edge; and this bottom by the 
line of the paving of the street. Mile the painstakingly careful POI 
tails to orient the "moor" fron tap to bottom, it thews it to be 1.11 about 
the middle. If anything, a little closer to tho street than the top of 
the curbing. By actual measurement the smear is located within an eighth 
of an inch of exact laterls center. 

Under it is another sketch. (Bold it up) 
TM* shows the alleged angle, 33e, Bow if you carry this back acme 

540 feet, you are way Move the tap of the sniper's alleged perch. At 330 
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that shot eagle from the man in U. moon. And what kind of ricochet could 

have gone itepaga at 33°  and had the force to Medi and spray concrete? 
If this is not enough, there is yst the direction. 
*cover said "generally away* from the alleged sniper's perch, 

which, would have been to the latt in this sketch. But the sketch has an 
arrow and it as the direction of whatever magical object caused the 
so-sailed "smear" as coming from the right.  

Well, that one Gould not have some from the man in the moon because 

at a little over 20 feet from the Trilis Underpass it would have had to 

iginate in the top of the underpart of the bridge. 
This is hale svidenee indeed: Does "nee describe it adequately? 

It is all completely impossible. , 
Among the falsely sworn PBX scat assts is that I was given all the 

la
suits of all the teats. Tot this eelbinationef papers establishes 
t there were both mieroseopts and apostmogrephic examinatione of this 

*co of fabulous curbing and neither was given me. 
By new the reason should be fairly obvious. 
This "smear" cannot have been' caused by one of the no-called swald 

ts. If, indeed, by any bullet. Fri.. 
Zook at one. Ned up.) This one was pulled from the shell. It 

is about a quarter of an inch is diameter, with a lead sore only about 
half of that, an *IOW  of an inch. 

Tot this YB1 sketch Shows that the "smear`' was en inch and three-

rters high - considerably longer than the bullet with its copper jacket 

tact - and an ilUdi wide. And it held no copper. 
It is to gild the lily to sty no more than that this, too, is an 

utter and eemplets imisbaciallity. 
We are left with two choices, the songete clearly and to the FBI's 

knowledge having been damaged: the PSI dug up the wrong curbing or it 

was patched. I have examined it several times, first in 1966 and then 
last month, when /had pictures taken of which I'll show you one. 

Coinciding with where the eonteeporansous pictures show the bole 

caused by the bullet there is whet is visibly a different sheds in the 
picture and I tell you actually is a different text,ens - mach smoother. 

Whiebever is the case, it is one way to investigate the assassina-
tion of a President. I leave the characterization to you. 

ft is not the way to determine feet and truth. 
Tape did indeed bleed. There was visible physical damage - at the 
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top - mot where the brushes sweep the streets. 
Take a good look at the sentemporeneeme pictures. (Bold and take 

a little time) Tae enlargement of Underwood's TV film is not as clear 
but it is unmistakable that there is a hole, a real hole, and that the 
Shades are different. its else is indicated by the finger*. Freab 
somoreto is *posed. 

The Dillard pietere provides oomperiaan with a  hall  peens  or  pencil. 

It is anything but WI inch and throe-quarters by an inch. 
There definitely wee a hole osueed by a bullet when john Banned/ 

ta
killed. what is wrong with this 'olds' *videos* of which the FBI 

knew immediately? What is right, when Boover was Pat in charge immedlste0 
read everything, wit:bids letting the - PSI ignore this essential evidence 

and Gentian' to ignore it for min* months until - "lone evidence - it 
logoily as longer existst 

An obvious soapiest= is that this curbstone evidence mould in and' 
itself be a separate and definitive destruction of the official mythology 

the aseasiination of our President. Why else would Hoover's 
*defieite" report ignore it? Whether by digging up the mrong eurbstone or 

ff accepting and palming off a patebod one or by "testing" the wrong part 
abieheveremobstone or by suppressing theme and other test results, 

the integrity of the pax 14 very much in question and im jeopardy. 
Clarence Kelley was to cleanse theBureau of the sins typified by thei 

rt sag 	of L. Patrick The Watergate Incinerator Gray. But Bailey's 
Um,' to us ineinorates *widens* quintessential to an angeptable exploits-

of bow our President ass killed, if not by whom. 
And it inaineeretee his inbegrity or sondouna Ida agent cc a 

For jurors a felon. 
But if Kelley did Bali*, what more sensational 'new' evidence 

sae there be than that the FBI did galavant the most important of the 
neutron activation analyses of the evidence vital to the seoeptanee of 
the official explanation of how the entire systen of society was turned 
around - eahverted - by this assassination? 

Can there be more signifiesnt new evidence than that we have an 
FBI Director who is *eaten* with this, his own -new *video** that there 
never was sic 	reasonable reasonable people can call an inveatigation. mover an 
intent for a reel investigation of this assasdination? 

John Kennedy was consigned to the memory hole by this kind of 
noninvestigation. 
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Decent, concerned people must cry out in anguish against it. 
"- Thome is muah more "new" evidence. I have not been sble to Print 

it,,,i-Who can know when this is the abaracter of the - Investigetioe bow 
muah more Wore is or can be than what in sore than a decade I have been 
able to rescue from shamef414blivion/ 

Can we accept this in silence and still held our heads up and 
oall ourselves decent -citizens? I ask yowl 

I didn't hear you. What say you? 
It is }particularly gratifying to me that after more then a demi* 

are gathered to amereise your Constitutional rights nnY wit cell 
Obligations? - to petition the Congress for the redress of grievances. 

first book concluded that the need was, for a new and a real investiga-
07 the Congress and entirely n  POblio• 
tome Members of the Congress have already signified thin believe 

investigation meaning a real oneu the first official reel oue - is 
eded. 

We can help Drift this to pass if we are responsible and stick to 
*toil evidence, without embellishmant, exaggeration or what has too 
ten boon the tragic actuality, inventing it. 

When we have and will have still more of this **new" evidence of 
oh tonight you have had only an example, our problem in this effort 

which can restore some of the integrity we lest with the fake inquest 
is net °widens*, 'me or 9014." 

Our problems Include fear and ignorance, fear of the truth that 

Y12441.  

U boa, net harm and ignorame that comes from * refusal to see end 
ratand. 

moth we *move:room. 
Our country mopeds it. 
You and those you represent can be cleansing end healing If you 

help remove this ug1im-an4 dangerous Gamer. 


